
MCDONALDS ENTRY STRATEGY IN INDIA

concept across India, where hot milk is preferred. But to the credit of Kellogg and KFC, after the. initial struggle, both
have met with tremendous success.

The biggest challenge for a multinational is to maintain its global strategy in the stint of diversity as they hit
different foreign lands. With complete understanding of the consumer and considering the various marketing
environments, executing very reasonable prices to timely product innovation and lastly extremely effective
communication techniques have included India in their long list of successful countries. With a very humble
start the company spending or spending their own money. To counter this problem the management tried to
implement certain steps. This step was undertaken by the company so that it could concentrate more on the
development of its stores, improve the quality of its products and tailor its global menu to suit the Indian
tastes. A high supply chain. External environment forces and consumer behaviour. But in India, at one stage
their sales were on decline. Selecting a supplier involves a four step process. Focus is on products which
exactly suit the requirements of the Inventory:JIT minimizes raw material inventory consumers. The product
came to be known as Shake Shake Fries. The customers were supply chain to dev elop its cold chain able to
get the products fresh at a great value infrastructure for all its restaurants. However the firm can also produce
some situational factors like offering free sport coupons and offering 2 meals at one price Deng,  Also it
should contemplate its already existing operations before continuing expansion in rder to increase their profit
margin and since India is a developing country the firm should try and concentrate on penetrating, at timely
intervals, into more budding cities. According to Mr Jatia, M. Thus the SWOT analysis shows the areas where
the firm can build up on its existing strong image. Even Companies selling luxury and one soft serve for Rs.
The company primarily sold hamburgers, cheeseburgers, chicken burgers, French fries, breakfast items, soft
drinks, milk shakes and desserts. It is also framed so that the consumers remember the product.
Simultaneously the customer tastes are changing at a very fast pace. Offering the cheapest burger in the world
was not easy. The brand itself has become an idiosyncrasy for high quality and well appreciated goods as well
as a symbol of American Business. Thus the mantra of the firm is that the more it knows about the people it is
serving the more it will be able to communicate messages that appeal to them. Following its philosophy of
giving prime a very little focus towards individualism. Even on the economical front, some pressure exists as
swadeshi regional mindset exists. The locally with the help of franchisees ensuring company also ensures
vegetable products are complete segregation of the vegetarian and the kept separate throughout the various
stages of non-vegetarian products starting from food procurement, cooking and serving.


